
























































































































































































































































































































































































































The Meanings and Functions of "-uede" as a Conjunctive Particle 
Yoonhyung BAHNG 
"-uede" appears with only two verb forms: "shita" and "suru". It 
has been pointed out in previous studies that "-uede" has two distinct 
meanings and functions and that the type of the predicate of the subor-
dinate clause and main clause differs accordingly. In this paper, I 
would like to observe how "shita-uede" and "suru-uede" serves in 
greater detaiL 
Firstly, "shita-uede~' has the following three characteristics: (1) 
The predicate of the main clause is basically a "volitional verb", (2) 
The predicate of the subordinate clause is basically a "volitional verb", 
(3) The main clause and the subordinate clause have the same "agent". 
The verb of the subordinate clause works as "zentei-joken" [prerequi-
site] to the action in the main clause. "shita-uede" demonstrates two 
patterns of the subordinate clause and main clause actions: in one pat-
tern the action in the subordinate clause procedes that in main clause 
as "zentei-joken", and in the other pattern the action in the subordinate 
clause simply works as "zentei-joken" indifferent to temporal order. 
Secondly, "suru-uede" has two characteristics: (1) The predicate 
of the main clause is mainly an adjective concerned with evaluation, 
(2) The predicate of the subordinate clause is mainly a "volitional 
verb". Therefore, "suru-uede" serves as "hyoka no sokumen, kanten, 
kijun"[the perspective and the norm of evaluation]. 
Although there have been a lot of studies of "-uede" with a focus 
on temporal relations, we have seen that "shita-uede" rather represents 
"zentei-joken" and that "suru-uede" conveys no temporal relations since 
the main clause predicate is limited to that concerning evaluation. 
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